
BCCS Water Challenge Part
One: Personal Hydration

● What is appropriate hydration for you? Do the math: plan to drink half your bodyweight in ounces
throughout the day. Or, a more general rule for adults is to try to drink eight 8-ounce glasses of water each
day. For young children, focus on consistent, small amounts of water throughout the day.

● Drink one glass of water immediately when you wake up in the morning. After the night’s sleep our bodies
need hydration, and that glass of water can help flush toxins and jumpstart your body.

● This video is a quick overview of why we need to hydrate, and this hydration video for kids is an animated
version.

● Note that for anyone (including students) increasing water consumption on a daily basis and/or swapping
other drinks for water there will typically be a few days of increased elimination as the body works to
eliminate toxins and adjusts to the change in fresh water intake. The body will typically adapt within a week.

● Is research your thing?? Here is an article that explains more about hydration, and this short article covers
some research regarding the quantity of water American youth drink. One more resource from Harvard
Medical Schools o�ers benefits of and tips for staying hydrated.

● BONUS: Changing a habit is easier and more fun when you do it with others. Ask a friend, family member,
colleague or classmate to join the challenge, too and support each other.

● Hints and Hacks:
○ Can’t do plain water? Try fruit or herb

infused water. Or try warm water with
fresh-squeezed lemon.

○ Think you are hungry? You may actually be
thirsty. Drink a glass of water first, wait for
a few minutes and notice how your body
feels.

○ Set a reminder to drink water throughout
the day on a mobile app

○ Drink a glass of water after each trip to the
bathroom throughout the day.

● Signs of Dehydration:
○ Using the bathroom less than four times

per day
○ Thirst (pro tip: drink before you feel thirsty)
○ Fatigue
○ Headaches
○ Poor digestion
○ Depressed mood
○ Dry mouth, eyes, lips and/or skin
○ Dizziness

https://www.eatright.org/fitness/sports-and-performance/hydrate-right/water-go-with-the-flow
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qQjd_ypI9gI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O95ewfs3VpM
https://experiencelife.com/article/all-about-hydration/
https://experiencelife.com/article/drink-up-majority-of-u-s-kids-may-suffer-from-dehydration/
https://www.health.harvard.edu/staying-healthy/how-much-water-should-you-drink


The following is a screenshot of data from the 2019 Minnesota Student Survey, indicating how much water the
students drink across various grades. Less than half of all students drink the recommended four glasses of water or
more per day.


